
FRAME VOICE OVER ACTION NOTES 

1  From behind, we 
see the head and 
shoulders of a 
character (“Jane”) 
in front of a TV 

Fade in slowly to a 
black and white 
scene. The TV 
screen is large so it 
seems like the 
person is dwarfed 
by it. Jane is 
overweight and 
saggy 

2  From the front we 
see Jane munching 
on chips and 
drinking soda 

Make sure the 
chips and soda are 
generic and 
supersized; still 
black and white 

3 Jane is in a rut. 
And she hates to 
have to go to the 
gym all the time. 

On the TV we see a 
class in a gym 
lifting small 
weights. Jane turns 
to camera and lifts 
her chips and soda 
in the same manner   

Jane’s movements 
should have 
sarcasm in them. 
The VO should 
follow along; still 
black and white 

4 She knows she 
needs to do 
something to help 
herself and 
wonders if she can 
help others at the 
same time. 

Place WOHO logo 
on a banner on the 
wall above 
instructor  

Slow pan from Jane 
to TV and back; still 
black and white 

5  Jane stands, 
brushes chip 
crumbs off, looks 
outside and 
watches neighbor 
struggling to lift 
bags from the 
ground 

WOHO logo pops 
on over her head in 
a thought balloon; 
start to color in this 
scene in places as 
though this thought 
is bringing Jane 
alive 

6 Work Out Help Out 
is a new way to get 
your workout in and 
help out your 
community. 

WOHO logo with 
website address 
underneath 

 

7  Jane helps her 
neighbor lift bags 
just like the 
movements in the 

Fade the neighbor 
scene out and fade 
in the event scene; 
Jane and the 



gym; she’s at a 
WOHO event 
helping landscape 
a new park 

scenes are in full 
color now 

8 WOHO is making a 
difference in your 
town, your country 
and all over the 
world 

Shot of a slowly 
spinning globe with 
the WOHO logo 
popping up 
everywhere 

 

9 Work Out Help Out 
helps you get your 
workout in and 
gives your 
community a hand 
at the same time. 
Good job, Jane. 

From behind we 
see Jane sitting in 
front of a TV 
watching a WOHO 
commercial with a 
group of people 

Jane is more fit and 
is showing new 
people how WOHO 
works 

10 To start your own 
Work Out Help Out 
and for more 
information on 
events near you, 
visit our website 
today. 

WOHO logo and 
web address 

Logo pops up first 
and then the web 
address 
underneath. Hold 
on these for 3 
seconds and then 
fade to black; VO 
should end at the 
fade out 

 


